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n team photographs from his era, Joe Darling is
invariably near the centre, unsmiling earnestness
accentuated by a horseshoe moustache, blazer tight
across his broad shoulders. He appears a man not
to be trifled with – indeed, his physical strength
was a byword, his nickname ‘Paddy’ in token of his
resemblance to the heavyweight boxer Paddy Slavin.
He looks, in fact, a leader, which is what he was: a
brave captain Australia in twenty-one of his thirtyfour Tests, a distinguished parliamentarian, and also a
woolgrower. His lingering contribution to Australian
cricket, indeed, might be felt a combination of the
professional, the political and the pastoral. It was on
his watch that Australian cricketers first wore the
woollen caps and blazers of green and gold in which,
as cricket writer Ray Robinson put it, they would be
‘harder to repel than the Spanish Armada.’
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This was an audacious gesture at a propitious time.
When Darling’s team set forth for England in 1899,
‘Australia’ was still mainly a geographic concept.
Addressing their farewell dinner, however, were two
future prime ministers dedicated to unifying the
colonies at the forthcoming Federation referenda:
Edmund Barton called on the players to remain ‘true

to the nation which they would belong to on their
return home’; George Reid spoke of unity ‘with tears in
his eyes’. Australian cricket teams over the preceding
twenty-one years had played in all colours of the
rainbow; something fresh was wanted. The cricketers’
new sage green and gold headgear, manufactured in
pure wool and bullion thread by the Collins Street
outfitters Louis Potts and Edmund Wilkinson, bore
‘Advance Australia’ on the motto scroll, beneath a
prototype coat of arms in informal use for around
half a century featuring four panels representing
colonial prosperity: a ship (immigration), a pick and
shovel (mining), a sheaf (wheat) and a sheep (wool).
In its way, it summarised Darling’s background: his
immigrant father John had made a fortune in the
gold-rich colonies by becoming South Australia’s
‘Grain King’ and would shortly
buy the property on which his
son settled, with its South
Australian merinos, and later
its subterranean clover. The
team’s sponsor, the Melbourne
Cricket Club, shortly adopted
the same coat of arms for their Marvellous Melbourne:
1901 badge
inaugural membership badge.
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Green and golden age:
Joe Darling models the new Australian cap
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Heralding the dawn: the coat of arms in use in 1873 and 1891
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Fleece in the field: in the background of Thomas Lewis’s Hyde Park

By the time Darling and co walked out in green
and gold, the sheep on their cap was arguably
predominant. Wool, from a national flock of 100
million, was by far Australia’s greatest export
and employer. The colonies had been the empire’s
biggest source of wool for almost half a century, to
the extent that from the 1860s its sales were heavily
based here, thanks to the likes of grazier Albert
Austin and wool merchant William Chard. The
period saw the rise of great pastoral houses such as
T. S. Mort, Goldsborough, Dalgety, Elder, Smith,
and Australian Mercantile Land & Finance. Austin’s
1868 purchase of Wanganella near Deniliquin,
where George Peppin had been experimenting
productively with the merino, presaged a further

breakthrough: the sturdy, large-framed Peppin rams
that Austin sold helped double local fleece weights.
In a land with ample space and grass, wool and
cricket were perhaps naturally coexistent: Thomas
Lewis’s 1860s painting Hyde Park – the old days of
Merry Cricket Club matches shows sheep grazing in
a game’s vicinity. Sailing vessels racing the wool
clip to Europe also began carrying other cargoes.
In February 1850, the Lochnagar left Melbourne
carrying 1000 bales of wool and fifteen passengers
including fourteen-year-old Tom Wills, the son of
a pastoralist Horatio, on his way to be educated
at Rugby School: he would return seven years
later imbued with a passion for sport, which he
applied to the betterment of cricket and in due
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course to the development of a new football
code. In February 1868, the Parramatta left
Sydney bearing 3200 bales of wool and fifty-four
passengers including twelve indigenous cricketers,
stockmen from western Victoria, to England for
the first Australian tour, who had been coached
by Tom Wills.

Wills has entered sport’s annals as among its
most prodigal figures. For Victoria he averaged 21
with the bat and 10 with the ball – extraordinary
figures for the era. The rules he helped draft for
colonial football, meanwhile, are regarded as the
code’s foundational document. Tragedy stalked
him. His father was killed in the 1861 attack on
Cullinlaringo station near Emerald in Queensland –
the worst massacre of white men in the history of
pioneer settlers. Trauma, alcoholism and poverty
destabilised a fissile personality – aged forty-four,
Wills took his own life, stabbing himself in the heart
with a pair of scissors. But his career was a harbinger
of colonial sporting success. After the rower Ned
Trickett conquered the Thames, Australian cricketers
conquered Lord’s, beating MCC in 1878, and the
Oval, beating England in 1882. Contemporaries
basked in the sense of achievement. ‘The Australian
colonies produce excellent wool owing to the
advantages they enjoy in respect to soil and climate,’
Chard declaimed in a speech. ‘Hence we may say
that we possess the champion sheep of the world,
as well as the champion sculler and cricketer.’ But
the relationship also worked the other way, primary
industry’s prosperity making the antipodes alluring.
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Pioneer sportsman: Tom Wills
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The most prominent cricket fortune seeker
was Robert Edwin Bush, so enthused after touring
the colonies with W. G. Grace’s first side in 1873-4
that he returned a few years later to Western Australia,
becoming part of a gruelling expedition to open the
colony’s unexplored north. It bore fruit. The Clifton
Downs Station he took up on the Gascoyne River
covered a million acres; the adjoining Mount Clere
station, which he subsequently acquired, covered
a million more. His flock was decimated by
drought but he rebuilt it undismayed, while he also
continued playing cricket, organising regular district
matches. ‘The years of toil and hardship in the bush
have not impaired his cunning with the “willow,”
which he still wields with no mean skill,’ reported
the
West
Australian
approvingly. When he
became a member of the
legislative council and
vice-president of the
West Australian Cricket
Association Ground, he was
instrumental in securing
land on which the WACA
Sporting pioneer: Robert Bush
Ground reposes.

In the first decade of Anglo-Australian cricket
exchanges, no fewer than eight English cricket
teams came south, to lavish welcomes. The eight
gilded amateurs of the team of 1882-83, led by their
young titled captain the Hon Ivo Bligh, were lavished
with hospitality by Melbourne Cricket Club president
Sir William Clarke, whom the wool trade had made
Australia’s wealthiest man. His household’s largesse
included a tiny terracotta urn presented after a social
game on the family estate at Rupertswood, referring
to a joke obituary published in London’s Sporting
Times referring to the aforementioned 1882 Oval
Test as involving the death of ‘English Cricket’. Bligh
then married Florence Morphy, the companion of
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Ashes hunters: England team of 1882-3
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Benefactor 1: Pastoralist politician Sir William Clarke

Lady Clarke, who in her widowhood bequeathed ‘The
Ashes’ to Marylebone Cricket Club, symbolising
a rivalry, but also the wealth that first nurtured it.
Historians have opined at length about the
reasons cricket took such instant and healthy root
in Australia: it has been seen as an expression of
incipient nationalism, a vehicle for colonial rivalry,
10

Benefactor 2: Pastoralist politician Niel Black hears from
the Casterton CC.
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an antidote to fears of race degeneration. The urge
to nourish amusement befitting an emergent leisure
society should not be overlooked. Anthony Trollope
saw Australian woolgrowers as ‘her aristocracy, her
gentry, her strong men, her backbone’, implying
a certain noblesse oblige. Cricket clubs were widely
fostered, especially in Melbourne: at the Newmarket
Sale Yards; at the Victorian Producers’ Co-operative
Company; within downstream companies like
scouring factories and woollen mills.

Cricket, taking a relatively long time and
welcoming dasher and duffer alike, was also an

excellent social event. ‘In these happy times when
wool stand high in the market and stock is dear,
a festivity of this sort is very appropriate,’ reported
The Argus of an 1873 match between ‘Woolbrokers’,
chosen from the staffs of AMLF and Goldsborough,
and ‘Stock and Station Agents’, sifted from eight
firms: the Melbourne Cricket Club, ranks full of
pastoralists and graziers, made the MCG available
free. An annual game of ‘Wool Buyers’ and ‘Wool
Sellers’ at the Sydney Cricket Ground was underway
by 1880, and between ‘Wool Brokers’ and ‘Wool
Buyers’ at Adelaide Oval by 1886. ‘No doubt both
teams are thoroughly au fait with the mysteries of
the wool trade,’ reported the Advertiser dubiously
of the first such match, ‘but more than one had to
confess to a lack of knowledge of the game.’
Newspapers
regularly
reported
such
games, played as far afield as Geelong,
Rockhampton, Newcastle and Albury –
a French woolbuyer caused consternation in Albury
by taking guard behind the stumps, then running
in the wrong direction when he somehow hit the
ball. The play being on the undistinguished side,
more space was allocated to the lunchtime speeches.
Rivals in a Sydney game in May 1885 heard a toast
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Team building: the 1900 team of wool scourers H. Haigh in Collingwood
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of ‘Prosperity to the Wool Trade’ made by public
works secretary H. S. Badgery: ‘Without doubt this
was the most important industry in the trade….
So long as the wool trade prospered, so long will
New South Wales prosper.’ ‘Buyers’ and ‘Sellers’ at a
Mordialloc picnic match in March 1892 would have
nodded at a stirring repudiation of trade unionism by
the local manager of newly-merged Goldsborough
Mort: ‘Unionism was a feature of the day, and the
only thing that he could suggest to save the credit of

the colony was the necessity the wealthy people were
under of organising….There would be no prosperity
in this country until they demonstrated to the Trades
Hall that they were a living majority.’
Elder, Smith’s local czar Salvator Rosa Wakefield,
named for a mighty painter and descended from
a mighty pioneer, presided at matches in Adelaide:
he perhaps regaled guests with the tale of his career
as a mounted policeman, including the 1862 arrest
of the notorious killer Malachi Martin. For ‘Sellers’
versus ‘Buyers’ at Melbourne’s Warehouseman’s
Ground in March 1907, Rupert Greene belted 97
in 26 minutes. Later he would be famous as the
starter of every Melbourne Cup for thirty years; his
posthumous renown has been as Rupert Murdoch’s
maternal grandfather.
Wool was not, however, a notably frivolous
industry. Its lows were low. The 1890s depression,
exacerbated by drought, halved the national flock.
The calendar was rigid and the costs immense.
When Joe Darling moved to ‘Stonehenge’, his sheep
station in Tasmania, cricket was basically out. He
was twenty-eight, but could find time for only one
further tour. Semi-amateurism before World War I
entailed choices: all-rounder Warwick Armstrong

Brokers v Buyers: scenes from a February 1912 encounter
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abandoned work as a stock and station agent in
order to continue his Test career. The predicament
was best illustrated by stylish twenty-eightyear-old Roger Hartigan, a wool broker for
Brisbane’s MacTaggart Brothers. Picked to play
an Adelaide Test after some consistent first-class

performances for Queensland, he obtained leave
to play on the understanding he would return for
the commencement of wool sales on Saturday 18
January 1908. Not out overnight on the Tuesday,
he wired brothers Dan and Jack that he might
struggle to make it back in time. ‘Stay as long
as you are making runs,’ they replied, and so
he did, crafting a debut hundred in a 243-run
eighth wicket partnership with Clem Hill. The
hardy Scots were not so magnanimous, however,
that they permitted their employee to play the next
Test, and Hartigan represented Australia only once
more. It established a pattern to be repeated, hard to
believe in these hyperprofessional days: cricket was
a game, wool a calling.
This was particularly so for those with families
tightly tied to the land. Wool was then dynastic.
Many careers peaked in a private school first XI or
just after. In March 1905, for example, seventeenyear-old William Murdoch Ronald, for three years
Melbourne Grammar’s star fast bowler, took fifteen
for 119 for Hawksburn against Fitzroy at Toorak.
He was presented with the ball by the local MLA
who, according to The Argus, ‘gave the boy some
sterling advice, remarking that health and strength
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Century on debut: woolbroker Roger Hartigan
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were both essential to a fast bowler’ and ‘impressed
him not to be carried away with his early success.’
Not that there was much danger of that: despite 32
wickets at 14.3 that season, his future lay on the land.
In January 1906, he wired his mother from Dookie
Agricultural College: ‘Received wire saying if I play
with Hawksburn Saturday probably get game Victoria
in Sydney. Can I go Melbourne?’ The answer was no.
After jackerooing on stations near Coonambie
and Wagga Wagga, Ronald bought a farm in the
Mallee, which drought then devoured while he
was at war. But fate took a further hand when, en
route home, he met a nurse, Mary Chirnside, a
granddaughter of Werribee Park’s patriarch Andrew,
with whom he made an advantageous match. The
rest of Ronald’s cricket was played for Packenham
CC, near the family sheep run at Koo-Man-GooNong. He was playing the day he learned Mary had
gone into labour with their first-born; when his car
would not start, a teammate had to spirit them on a
marathon journey across unmade roads to Berwick
Hospital.
In January 1912 John Tinline Murray, a
nineteen-year-old alumnus of Adelaide’s St Peters,
scored an impressive 48 and 36 on first-class debut

against NSW at Adelaide Oval. It might have
portended a healthy career, but Murray was also
studying at agricultural college, preparatory to
managing the family station at Wirrabara, 235km
north. The Murrays were third generation, and their
merinos dominated agricultural show prizes until
the advent of sheep from Wanganella; his uncle
was chief justice, lieutenant-governor and university
chancellor. Where, for most cricketers, war was a
career handicap, for Murray it meant freedom: after
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Young comet: farmer-to-be W. B. Ronald (left)
at a 1904 school match
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three years with Third Brigade Australian Field
Artillery, he was selected for the Australian Imperial
Forces XI and played thirty matches. Otherwise,
regular work-related absences restricted him to
eighteen first-class appearances in fifteen years. The
station, at least, prospered, Murray involvement in
the wool industry ending only in this decade.

for Cambridge in Tasmania’s Legislative Council
for a quarter of a century, lobbying tirelessly for
farmers, and inveighing against maladministration –
a royal commission he instigated into the Forestry
Commission exposed corrupt activities. Darling
also continued playing well into his sixties at
Hobart, finally captaining the B-grade team at New
Town, which he ran as though still beneath a baggy
green. So ruthlessly did he dominate, in fact, that
a deputation of his players, too timid to address
him directly, asked A-grade captain Alf Rushforth
to have a word. Rushforth later recounted the
conversation to the historian Rick Smith:
‘Joe, some of the boys aren’t happy. They
reckon they’re not getting a fair go.’

Home of the Murrays: Wirrabara station

The pioneer of the baggy green, Joe Darling, retired
as the first batsman to have compiled three hundreds
in a series (1897-98), the first captain to have led
Australia in three consecutive Ashes series victories
(1899, 1901-2, 1902), and the first cricketer to enter a
state parliament, serving as an independent member
20

‘Tell me this, Alf. Are we going well?’
‘Yes Joe.’
‘Have we lost a game?’
‘No Joe.’
‘Are we going to win the premiership?’
‘Probably.’
‘Then clear off and stop wasting my time.’
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+
After World War I, there was a brief wool boom,
and a longer slump as wartime stockpiles were
run down. The result was the first of many state
interventions in the wool market. Participants in
a picnic game between ‘Wool Brokers’ and ‘Wool
Committee, Clearing and Shipping Houses’ at
Adelaide Oval in March 1920 heard from the
chairman of the latter, George Young, that the
minimum price to be provided by the British
Australian Wool Realisation Association would
afford necessary stability: ‘Those who had been
able to analyse the figures and study the position
carefully had come to the conclusion that although
they were individualists, and did not want
government control where it could be avoided,
they felt that it would be wise to take one step at
a time, and not revert to the old system at a single
jump.’ BAWRA was destined for a brief life; state
intervention was not.
Also evolving was Western Australia, the last state
to send wool directly to London. As elsewhere, the
commencement of wool auctions in Perth fostered
local cricket competitions between interested

parties, and a few noteworthy careers. All-rounder
Clarry Fleay from Gilgerring Estate, 100km east
of Perth, was part of the third generation to farm,
but the first to play cricket. He dominated WA
Country Weeks for a decade, scoring 1691 runs at
39.3 and taking 110 wickets at 12.4 for Wilberforce,
Beverley and Katanning. His only opportunity to
play for Western Australia, however, came belatedly
at the age of thirty-seven, when he took two cheap
wickets and two superb slip catches against MCC.
Afterwards his laurels were for farming: in August
1930, as part of the Centenary Production Certificate
Scheme, he received an Award of Distinction for his
clip’s volume and quality.
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Picnickers: Participants in the Adelaide wool game in March 1920
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Morris Loton from Springhill near Northam was
grandson of Sir William Torley Loton, twenty-six
years a state parliamentarian, fifty years a WACA
member. As a teenage left-hander, Loton also played
a single match for WA, also versus MCC, making a
dogged 38. In search of a second chance, he began
commuting 100km to play for West Perth every
weekend, being described by the Western Mail as
‘easily one of the most promising batsmen in the state’,
but his average of 25.5 did not build an overpowering
case for selection. When fire caused heavy stock and
crop losses round Springhill, home took precedence.
The family name would be better known a few
generations later when Brian Thorley Loton became
boss of Broken Hill Proprietary Co Ltd.
Industry cricket thrived elsewhere too. From the
1920s, Sydney wool firms and shipping companies
commenced an annual match at Rushcutters Bay;
likewise there began an annual match on Adelaide’s
University Oval between the Society of Breeders of
British Sheep and the Stock Salesmen’s Association.
As Geelong expanded into what was known as
‘the Bradford of Australia’, woollen mills like
Federal, Valley and Excelsior fielded teams in the
Geelong Industrial Cricket Association. Brisbane

woolbrokers formed a competition in 1935, while
for thirty-five years the local hero Roger Hartigan
entwined the causes of Queensland cricket and
primary industry by touring his private team, the
Wanderers, through outstations like Barcaldine,
Longreach, Blackall, Morven, Cloncurry, Roma,
Mackay and Mt Isa, their ranks enriched by the
likes of Bill Brown, Wally Grout, Percy Hornibrook
and Ron Oxenham.
Perhaps the most distinguished wool name on the
cricket field was Victorian: Harold Austin, whose
aforementioned grandfather Albert is synonymous
with Wanganella, and whose great uncle Thomas is
correspondingly associated with rabbits, which he
introduced as game for shooting parties to Barwon
Park at Winchelsea with disastrous effect. Albert
acquired a string of properties in the Riverina and
Western Districts on which to set up his sons. On
one of those, Borriyalloak, near Skipton, Harold
was born in 1903.
Long-serving Liberal politician Tony Street called
Harold Austin, who grew to 183cm and 115kg, ‘the
sort of man legends are built around’. At Melbourne
Grammar from 1914 to 1922, he dominated all sports:
football, boxing, athletics and cricket, scoring 1200
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runs and taking 79 wickets in the first XI. In a year at
Cambridge, he won his cricket blue with 34 wickets
at 23.17 from leg-breaks and numerous hard-hitting
innings. His 60 against Sussex included a six into
Woollaston Road. His 51 in the varsity match drew
praise from the Evening Standard: ‘H. M. Austin,
a young son of Anak, from Melbourne, who has
the shoulders of a Jessop and the self-confidence of
a batsman who has been at the top of the averages
for ten years, is decidedly the outstanding personality
in the Cambridge University XI.’ He also won a half
blue at boxing and a full blue in athletics, taking out
the university high jump with a jump of 188cm. But
for an untimely dose of measles, Austin would have
represented Australia in shot put at the Paris Olympics.
Returning to Skipton in November 1924, Austin
became a local sporting institution. That summer he
made 44 and 64 against the visiting Englishmen;
later, centuries against visiting New Zealand and
Victorian teams. The last of these, 102 in 45 minutes,
included six sixes, two onto the neighbouring
bowling green, one into the creek after bouncing
off the roof of the stand. Austin’s wedding present
from his father in 1927 was then ‘Kulaba’, a station
near Seymour, where he played golf from scratch
26

‘Young son of Anak’: H. M. Austin playing in Palestine, 1940
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without the benefit of a single lesson, nimble tennis,
premiership football and accomplished billiards.
Over several frames at Barwon Heads Golf Club,
he performed creditably against Walter Lindrum.
A surviving photograph shows him playing cricket
near Mt Scopus, near Haifa, where he served as a
major in 2/8 Infantry Battalion. The frame of the
working man overlaps with that of the sporting
man. After the war, however, Austin’s leadership
roles were confined to being managing partner of
Borriyalloak and captain of Skipton’s fire brigade.
He was known locally for umpiring local cricket
from a shooting stick and by his distinctive lefthand drive Jeep that leaned worryingly to one side.
Two other interwar cricket notables with wool
connections went all the way to playing Test cricket.
Fast bowler Harry Alexander’s nickname ‘Bull’
testified to his rampaging run-up and bellowing appeal
rather than his physique: he stood only 172cm and
weighed 76kg. He was a wool-classer at the Victorian
Producers’ Co-operative Company in February 1933
when chosen as Australia’s answer to Harold Larwood
in the Fifth Test of the infamous Bodyline series.
Alexander had first won notice aged fifteen by
harvesting 183 wickets at 1.8 in the Essendon and

Flemington District Church Cricket Association,
then aged twenty taking 41 first-grade wickets at
13 for Essendon CC. Coaches had by then cured
him of a habit of running down the pitch in his
follow through by plonking a stump in front of the
popping crease at practice, forcing him to detour.
For Victoria against Marylebone in March 1929,
Alexander dismissed Walter Hammond twice; his
seven for 95 against New South Wales in November
1932 advanced him in the queue to represent
Australia.
Luck eluded him. In his solitary Test, Alexander
had four catches dropped, broke two bats, but
took only one wicket, even if his bouncers proved
good for morale. ‘The Hill enjoyed it immensely,’
recalled Larwood. ‘They roared as each bumper
reared past me…The mob on the Hill kept egging
him on. “Knock his bloody head off Bull,” they
yelled.’ Alexander took particular exception to the
patrician English skipper Douglas Jardine, while
also confessing that he had ‘a ton of guts’.
Alexander never quite touched the same heights,
and failure to achieve wool-classing employment
in Sydney thwarted a planned interstate move in
March 1934. After war service in Crete, ‘Bull’
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relocated to Euroa, setting up a wool, sheepskin,
fur and hide business in the Bijou Hall on Kirkland
Avenue, and serving thirty-five years as a shire
councillor. Euroa Memorial Oval, where he was
president of the local football and cricket clubs,
testifies to his influence in its Merri Creek soil
and a former Melbourne Cricket Club scoreboard.
His most unusual distinction, however, may be
his listing as ‘absent’ in a Victorian scoresheet on
Boxing Day 1931 – having decided not to arrive
until lunch, tailender Alexander was caught short
by Victoria’s collapse for 103.
I was staying at Elwood. When I got to the
St Kilda station…the old chappie who ran the
kiosk said, ‘Hello Mr Alexander. Aren’t you
playing today?’ I said, ‘Yes. Why?’ ‘Well,’ he
said, ‘they’re seven down.’ I said, ‘What!’ I
nearly fell over.

Raging Bull: H. H. Alexander in the nets, 1932

Anyhow, I got into town, outside Young and
Jackson’s, and I got on the tram and asked the
conductor, ‘Didn’t hear any scores did you?’
He said, ‘Yes, they’re all out.’ When I came
down to the ground I could see up on the
board: Alexander – absent.
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He was from the next two matches too –
suspended. But it was a novel addition to a vast fund
of stories.
In that same season, a prodigy emerged who
would press for selection in a cricket XI of wool
heritage. On the family station at Exton, sixty miles
from Launceston, Clayvel Lindsay [Jack] Badcock
learned sheep and cricket, father Lindsay laying a
concrete pitch in the backyard. In the first season he
graduated to turf, Badcock represented Tasmania,
aged fifteen years 313 days.
In December 1933, he
was badly bruised falling
from the motorcycle he
rode to games, but the
next day made 274 against
Victoria, commencing a
five-innings sequence of
803 runs. To press his Test
claims, Badcock relocated
to Adelaide, playing
alongside Bradman, selling
furniture for Brown’s, and
burnishing his reputation
‘Master in the making’:
Jack Badcock
for big scores with a ten-

hour triple century against Victoria in February 1936.
In his third Test, an Ashes decider at the MCG,
he compiled a chanceless 118 with fifteen fours in
205 minutes. For this, the North Tasmanian Cricket
Association presented him, rather nicely, with a cabinet
of cutlery.
Stocky, compact, fearless against pace, quick on
his feet against spin, twenty-two-year-old Badcock
had shrewd backers. Neville Cardus, dean of English
cricket writers, pronounced him a ‘master in the
making’, bound to form part of ‘the great Australian
succession’. He was keenly pictured by the journalist
Denzil Bachelor as ‘dapper, elegant and blackbrowed, a sawn-off shotgun of a man, with a
forearm like a Wiltshire ham.’ But on England’s
slow wickets in 1938, Badcock floundered, suffering
the unwanted distinction of a pair at Lord’s, and his
career thereafter was cruelled by the onset of war
and troublesome sciatica. Few cricketers have found
the gulf greater between first-class cricket (7561
runs at 51.54) and Test cricket (160 runs at 14.54).
Few, too, have vanished so completely. He returned
to Exton in November 1941 with his Adelaide-born
wife Carol, inherited the family property, worked as
agricultural show judge and concentrated on golf,
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although a life-sized silhouette of him today adorns
the home ground of the Westbury Shamrocks CC.
On his head, the baggy green looks like it belongs

+
By the 1930s, that Australian cap had evolved to
the point of standardisation. Now manufactured by
the Sydney department store Farmers, the motto
scroll read simply ‘Australia’, elaborated by the date.
In spite of the 1912 proclamation of a six-panel
national coat of arms, the cap retained its archaic
quadrants; the sheep panel, having started on the
other side, had settled into top left, its primacy even
more appropriate. Between the wars, in fact, wool
could be regarded as quietly pervading Australian
cricket as well as Australian life. The Australian
team was wearing V-necked cableknit pullovers,
classically made by Jaeger, and wool flannel trousers,
commonly Grip-U. Wool flannel was widely used
for other clothing: Warwick Armstrong’s famous
outsized cream shirt, altered to fit his 120kg frame,
is an example. For additional comfort, Armstrong
used to wear two pairs of the most popular cricket
sock – a genuine Anglo-Australian collaboration,

manufactured by the Nottingham hosiery firm I.
and R. Morley from Australian lamb’s wool.
Australian wool found its way into the centre
of cricket balls too, as part of the ‘quilt’ around
which the leather is sewn. To sporting goods
salesman Bert Stokes belongs the distinction of
manufacturing the first locally-made four-piece sixstitchers, which emerged from Stokes McGown’s
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Shirt front: Warwick Armstrong’s mighty wool flannel shirt
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Sans Souci factory around 1920, alleviating a
grave postwar shortage. Scourers John Vicars and
Co provided the special winding wool, moist with
lanoline and in two-, three- and four-ply measures,
for heating and stretching round the Portugese cork
on the handmade inside cores. Between the wars
the Stokes ‘Yorker’ and ‘Special Club’, and later the
Stokes McGown two-piece ‘Special Crown’ and
‘Hardwickt’, had a market share of more than a third
(later absorbed by Slazenger, the firm fell victim to
tariff cuts in the 1970s).
Sheep even remained in regular use as ersatz
mowers, including periodically on the Sydney Cricket
Ground, although a correspondent in The Sun, ‘Patient
Sufferer’, complained that this rendered The Hill ‘unfit
for clean suits’: ‘I have not retreated to the grandstand
because I suspected that this might be a deep-laid plot
to drive the patrons of the hill into the dearer places
and swell the takings. All through the season I have
borne the nuisance in silence, but my wife has not,
for it is on her that falls the burden of cleaning my
clothes, and she it is who urges me to write this rather
belated protest.’ But, perhaps above all, cricket and
wool gave rise to the same patriotic throb. Sometimes
this was explicit, like the ram ‘Don Bradman’ which

won the medium wool category in the 1930 Sydney
sheep show, or the sheep station visits paid by 19345 England women’s team and 1936-7 England men’s
team. More often it was general, in that any history
or guidebook about the country was bound to feature
images of both – a convention persisting into the
postwar period, and the ensuing wool boom, during
which Australian flocks grew a third in fifteen years,
and Australian cricket scaled new heights.
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The outstanding figures of that boom time had deep
roots. The MacLachan brothers Ian and Angus
belong to a family that had arrived in Australia in
1856. Both were educated, and honed their cricket,
at St Peter’s Adelaide, and Jesus College, Cambridge.
Ian was tall, fair-haired, a fierce front foot driver;
Angus, eight years younger, flighted leg breaks coolly.
Ian caught the eye at once. After a year as a
jackeroo on the family property in Port Augusta,
he stormed into Sheffield Shield ranks with an
undefeated 188 against Queensland; later against
New South Wales he hit 127 with twenty fours
and two sixes. When he made 55 and 68 for an
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the potential: three months later, McLachlan
was made twelfth man for the Adelaide Test.
The sheep, nonetheless, were always bound to
come first. At the end of the following season,
McLachlan, having made 3743 first-class runs
in seventy-two matches, settled for the life
of a station owner at Nangwarry near Mount
Gambier, aged twenty-seven; Angus, after thirtytwo wickets at 37 in seventeen first-class games,
subsequently made the same choice, taking over
the family property in the Adelaide Hills, aged
twenty-six. Ian McLachlan’s sphere would be

Sheep minded: Ian McLachlan in the nets

Australian XI in a tour match against Marylebone
in November 1962, the headline in the Sun was:
‘Forget the Sheep, Ian’. Keith Miller prophesied
that ‘the jackeroo from South Australia’ had ‘a
very rosy future in big cricket if he cares to put his
cricket before his sheep.’ Miller was right about
38

Sharp minded: Ian McLachlan as Defence Minister
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politics: by 1984 he was president of the National
Farmers Federation; by 1990 he was member for
Barker, rising as high as defence minister. Angus
may be better known by his older sons, Australian
Football League CEO Gillon and broadcaster
Hamish.
Wool before cricket, however, was by now not the
only choice open: thus the career of Ian Redpath.
Seven generations of Redpaths worked in textiles.
Ian’s great grandfather emigrated from Scotland’s
Galashiels to run the pioneering Onkaparinga
Woollen Mill; his grandfather founded Geelong’s
W. R. Redpath & Sons in March 1934 to turn a
scouring works on the Barwon into a woollen and
worsted mill. Geelong’s mills were then at their
peak, employing 8000 people and producing 13
million square yards of cloth. Redpath & Sons
flourished, a community as well as a firm, fielding a
variety of sporting teams, including XIs in the local
Senior Matting Cricket Association. Redpath’s first
junior bat was fished from the club kit and cut in
half by his father Graham; he thinks he may have
had his first hit on the mill’s malthoid practice pitch.
Studying textiles at Geelong’s Gordon Institute,
Redpath spent twelve years working at W. R.

Redpath in various capacities, before and after
majority ownership was acquired by Crestknit in
1965. By then, Redpath was launched on his cricket
career – at a farewell before his first Ashes tour, the
mill’s weavers presented him with a travel clock.
He hardly needed it: in sixty-six Tests over thirteen
years, he proved the acme of reliability, never better
than when riding out a threatening spell, or putting
an innings back together. His highest Test score, 171
in Perth in December 1970, turned a scoreline of
five for 108 into 440 all out, and the ‘cricket lesson’
in resilience spurred the callow Greg Chappell to
a debut hundred: ‘Ian’s example at the other end
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Mill men: Redpath & Sons in Geelong B-grade Senior Matting CA,
1946-47
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made me feel that if it
meant that much to him
to keep his wicket intact
then I had better make
sure I try just as hard at
my end to keep mine
intact.’ Always Reddy was
the title of Redpath’s
autobiography, and his
reputation. Tariff cuts
caught his old family firm
and its peers unprepared
– all that remains of W.
R. Redpath today are the
ruins of a dyehouse chimney.
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In the time of McLachlan and Redpath, wool was a
glamour fabric and cricket unrivalled as the national
game. By the 1980s, tougher times had settled in for
both industry and sport. A guaranteed minimum
price kept the wolf from wool’s door; Allan Border, a
woolclasser’s son from Coonambie in the hot northwest of New South Wales, acted in a similar capacity

in cricket. Paths overlapped.
The corporation became
involved in the game’s
rejuvenation,
sponsoring
the Australian under-16 and
under-17 Championships,
which offered a first glimpse
of representative honours
to the likes of Michael
AB: woolclasser’s son
Slater, Michael Bevan,
Allan Border
Darren Lehmann and Greg
Blewett. The industry also threw up a kinsman for
Border in Geoff Marsh, a tough opening batsman
who served five years as Australia’s vice-captain.
Marsh grew up on a 2400-hectare farm 170
kilometres south-east of Perth, running 15,000
sheep, growing oats and barley, and loving cricket.
Father Ted, a stalwart of Wandering CC, erected
a set of concrete cricket nets; Ted’s wife Jean would
feed the bowling machine for their son Geoff at
3pm every day. Marsh’s progress was not meteoric.
He played the first of 100 Sheffield Shield matches
on his nineteenth birthday, but not the first of fifty
Tests until he was nearly twenty-seven. A game of
cricket between Wandering and Tarwonga was
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Shop floor to top floor: Ian
Redpath’s autobiography
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adjourned so everyone concerned could watch the
game in the local pub: in the event, he lasted only
half an hour. Yet, strong-willed and self-sufficient,
Marsh soon became a fixture, filling an important
role in a troubled time. Between tours he would
return to Wandering for lonely vigils at the
bowling machine. When Geoff’s wife Michelle
fed the lambs, she would set their milk bucket
nearby his practice drills; Geoff would imagine
that their baaing was the baying of Bay 13.
When the Marshes played for Wandering, one of
their most feared Tarwonga rivals was Greg Hogg,
whose sheep farm at Narrogin featured its own cricket
net and bowling
machine. Hogg’s wife
Sue was also pressed
into service by their
sons Bradley and
Tim, while the family
kelpie, Nugget, was
trained to retrieve the
balls.
Left-handed Brad
grew up obsessed
Ball of fun: Brad Hogg
with playing Test

cricket. At Aquinas College, his scripture class was
asked to write about whom they most admired.
Most boys wrote about the pope; Brad wrote about
Geoff Marsh, whom he then followed to Fremantle.
At first his progress was slow. Greg was on the
point of buying land for his son to farm when Brad
finally gained a WA Colts berth aged twenty-one,
preluding a first-class state debut alongside his idol
Marsh in February 1994. His advance accelerated:
two and a half years he was bowling his chinamen
as a locum for the injured Shane Warne in Chennai.
Few cricketers from the same vicinity with the
same background have ever been less alike than
Geoff Marsh and Brad Hogg. No-frills Marsh was
stiffly orthodox and cheerfully stoic; volatile Hogg
was a ball of motion, with a wicked wrong ‘un and a
vagrant tongue always protruding from the corner of
his mouth. Marsh made thirteen grafting international
hundreds over a long career; Hogg, though he played
only six more Tests, took 163 short-form international
wickets either side of a four-year break from the game
for personal reasons. Marsh called it quits aged
thirty-five; Hogg, career prolonged by domestic T20,
is still playing, aged forty-seven.
By the time Marsh retired in August 1994, he
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had two sons, ten-year-old Shaun and two-year-old
Mitchell, with the cricket gene. As they followed
him round through his long coaching career, higher
honours seemed almost foreordained: during a 169-run
partnership in Sydney in January 2018, both brothers
emulated their father in becoming Ashes centurions.
They had advanced at different rates to get there.
Shaun, an elegant, slimly-built left-hander, followed
in the family trade by first representing Western
Australia in March 2001, but took him more than
ten years to make his Test debut. By then, Mitch
had almost caught up, making his T20 and one-day
international debuts on the ensuing tour of South

Africa as a muscular middle-order batsman and
purveyor of waspish medium-pace. When Mitch
played his first Test, against Pakistan in September
2014, he and his brother became the first brothers
in history to represent their country in all three
formats. Although more than a century separates
Joe Darling and the brothers Marsh, to cricket and
to the land they have common connection.

All in the family: Marshes Shaun, Geoff and Mitch
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A few months after Mitchell Marsh’s Test debut,
the Melbourne Cricket Ground was the setting for a
civic reception by prime minister Tony Abbott of his
Indian counterpart Narendra Modi. As part of the
customary gift-giving ceremonies, Abbott presented
time-honoured totems: garments made from
Australian wool; inscribed and illustrated cricket
bats. India was a suitable recipient: the secondlargest market for Australian wool and effectively
the largest market for Australian cricketers. Much
has changed, but that panel bearing a sheep on the
Australian cap minted in the nineteenth century
remains meaningful in the twenty-first.
In the last twenty years, furthermore, the cap
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The more things change: the Australian cap in 1899 (left)
and a hundred years later (right)

has undergone a renaissance of sorts. In November
1999, Steve Waugh introduced the ritual of Test
debutants receiving their caps from hand-picked
former Test players, which quickly established
itself as a warmly valued formality: Geoff Marsh
achieved a distinction that may remain unique, by
formally presenting both his sons with their baggy
greens, in Palakelle and Dubai respectively. Since
December 2016, the cap has been manufactured
in Victoria by Kookaburra Sport in Moorabbin.
Official Cricket Australia specifications require
that it be made in Australia by an Australianowned company of 100 per cent Australian wool.
Wool, in fact, has maintained its cricket ubiquity.
Kookaburra use local wool in the quilt of their red
and white turf balls, used in seven of the world’s
48
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twelve Test nations, while the green and gold
cable-knit sweater is a product of South Australia,
wool from the Flinders Ranges being processed by
Michell Group in Salisbury South and knitted by
Silver Fleece in Kilkenny. But it’s the cap on which
attention naturally tends to settle, which provided
an impetus for the Woolmark Company’s initiative
Flock to the Baggy Green, with CA and Kookaburra,
inviting donations from woolgrowers to a stock of
wool designated for Australian caps. More than 400
individual donors contributed in excess of 500kgs
– comfortably in excess of requirements given that
there have been only 452 Australian Test cricketers
in 141 years. But while it will hardly make a dent on
the national fleece, it keeps a faith Joe Darling would
have recognised and endorsed, about the cricket in
the country, and the country in the cricket.
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